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Abstract 
Stereo images have to be calibrated before stereo vision can recover the 
three-dimensional information of the imaged scene. Position constraints via 
point correspondences are traditionally used to solve the calibration problem. 
We describe a method that uses angle constraints instead. In particular, we use 
correspondences of projections of orthogonal trihedral vertices, some common 
features in indoor and outdoor scenes, for calibration. The method has a 
closed-form solution, as opposed to many other calibration methods which 
are iterative. It also requires only two vertex correspondences at minimum 
to recover all the transformation parameters which, are recoverable from a 
stereo image pair. Extensive experimental results are presented, and they show 
that our method is more robust than those using position constraints alone, 
recovering more accurate calibration parameters with only a small number 
of feature correspondences. Unlike those of other methods, the solution is 
also generally insensitive to the direction and magnitude of the displacement 





Sensors that can recover three-dimensional (3-D) information of a scene have 
tremendous applications in various areas such as industrial inspection, manu-
facturing automation, and autonomous navigation. Visual sensors are particu-
larly attractive as they can recover 3-D information at relatively long distances. 
Stereo vision [4，9, 6] is one of the simplest ways to recover 3-D information 
directly from two images. It is also a passive means, Le., It does not require 
sending out signals that may disturb the objects and the environment. 
The idea of stereo vision is simple. Pictures of a scene are first taken at 
two different viewpoints. Knowing which image points in the two pictures are 
projected by the same feature in space, which is achieved via a stereo matching 
process, the position of the feature in 3-D can be located at the intersection of 
the two lines of sight through the corresponding image points. Such a depth 
estimation process is known as the triangulation process. 
However, stereo pictures have to be calibrated before the stereo matching 
and the triangulation processes can recover 3-D information. The relative 
orientation between the two pictures have to be known before the lines of sight 
can be extrapolated and intersected. This problem is known as the calibration 
problem. 
1.1 Mot ivat ion 
Traditionally, point correspondences over the two images are used to compute 
the transformation parameters. This can be regarded as using position con-
straints, as the idea is to move the two views relatively to each other until the 
lines of sight of the point correspondences intersect in the 3-D space. Yet using 
the minimum number of point correspondences for a unique interpretation is 
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found to be inadequate; the solution suffers greatly from quantization noise 
and other disturbances in the image coordinates of the point correspondences. 
People have used more than the minimum input data set, but a large limitation 
of accuracy is still observed. A further step logically is the use of more abstract 
features over the two views, an example of which is the line segment, so that 
richer information of the features reduces the effect of noise. Unfortunately, 
as projection planes of two image lines generally intersect regardless of the 
camera orientations, use of line correspondences requires more than two views 
to estimate the transformation parameters. The question becomes: what else 
can we exploit from a pair of stereo views that would allow us to go beyond 
the current limitation of accuracy in estimating calibration parameters? That 
is what we address in this paper. 
1.2 Object ive of the S tudy 
We propose to use angular relationships among extended features, in addi-
tion to position constraints, to estimate the transformation parameters. We 
believe calibration via angle constraints is even more robust than that via po-
sition constraints. For one thing, while position information of point features 
are subject to quantization effect directly, angular information do not suffer as 
much from quantization error, as angular properties of extended features are 
computed over linked lists of edge elements. More importantly, under angle 
constraints not only the lines of projection of the image features are required 
to intersect in 3-D, the projection planes going through the extended image 
features also have to intersect to form lines which are at a fixed angular re-
lationships with one another. The process is robust as it only takes a small 
disturbance in the relative position of the two views to distort the angular 
relationship largely. 
Since orthogonal trihedral vertices (OTVs) are commonly occuring features 
in indoor and outdoor scenes, we use angular properties of OTV correspon-
dences projected from objects either originally in the scene or artificially placed 
there for calibration. We believe by enforcing the orthogonality property of 
the visible OTVs in the final solution, the effect of noise to the calibration 
parameters can be kept to a minimum. 
We use the pinhole camera model for the camera projection processes, and 
we assume the intrinsic parameters such as the focal length and the pixel 
(short for picture element) width and height of each camera are known. Our 
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concern here is to estimate the extrinsic parameters in the stereo system, or 
more precisely, the rotational R and the translational f relationship between 
the stereo cameras. 
1.3 Our Approach 
Most methods proposed so far for direct estimation of the relative orientation 
of two images use position constraints of image features, primarily those of 
point correspondences. Typically a lot of input correspondences are needed so 
that a least-squares method would reduce the solution error due to quantiza-
tion and other noise in the input data. Still, the relative orientation parameters 
estimated are often found to be not accurate enough. The reason is, all the 
method does is to move the two image coordinate frames one relative to the 
other, until all the lines of projection through the corresponding points in-
tersect in 3-D (Figure 1.1) . Such a final configuration is an extremum of the 
solution space. The problem is, such an extremum is not a sharp one, as at 
the extremal configuration we can easily slide one view relative to the other 
along the lines of projection, while keeping the lines more or less intersecting 
in the 3-D space. 
In view of this, we propose to use angle constraints as opposed to position 
constraints alone for calibration. In particular, we use the angular property of 
orthogonal trihedral vertices (OTVs) which are trihedral vertices with edges 
orthogonal to one another. OTVs are common features in indoor and outdoor 
scenes, and are especially abundant in aerial scenes. The image of a typical 
building like the one shown in Figure 1.2 already contains four OTVs whose 
branches are all visible. We believe solution via angle constraints is more 
stable, as not only the lines of projection of the image features are required 
to intersect in 3-D, the projection planes going through the extended image 
features also have to intersect to form lines which are at a fixed angular rela-
tionship with one another. At the extremal configuration, small disturbance in 
the relative position of the two views will already distort the angular relation-
ship largely. We believe by enforcing the orthogonality property of the visible 
OTVs in the final solution, the effect of noise to the calibration parameters 
can be minimized. 
OTVs have been used very often as exploitable features in various domains 
like stereo and motion analyses, and especially in aerial image understanding 
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Figure 1.1: Stereo calibration using point correspondences. 
of an OTV is recoverable from its image or not, not mentioning how the 
analysis can be exploited in aerial image understanding. In fact Kanatani [18] 
proposed a method which makes use of constraints on length and angle known 
a priori to recover the orientation of a trihedral vertex, Wu et al, [34] also 
extended Kanatani，s work and worked out a closed-form solution from angle 
to angle correspondences. 
1.4 Original Contributions 
The major contributions presented in this thesis are: 
—Developed a simple method to recover the orientation of three branches 
of an OTV up to two candidate solutions. 
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Figure 1.2: The image of a building of a simple rectangular structure already 
contains four OTVs whose branches are all visible. 
-Developed a new algorithm to recover the orientation between two images 
by making use of the three branches of an OTV as an intermediate frame. 
一 Studied the performance of the new approach in comparison with existing 
approaches. 
一 Studied the performance of the new approach through real images. 
-Ana lyzed the output of the new approach against input noise, 
1.5 Organization of this Dissertat ion 
In chapter 2 we review previous work on the problem. In chapter 3 we explain 
the theory of our approach, and we present a closed-form solution to estimate 
the extrinsic parameters of a stereo system. Some experimental results with 
simulated and real image data are given in chapter 4. Error Analysis is given 
in chapter 5. At the end we present a summary of the work in chapter 6. Part 
of the work is reported in [7, 8]. 
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Chapter 2 
Prev ious Work 
Here we give a brief survey of previous work on the calibration problem. Ex-
tensive work has been done on the calibration problem. A comprehensive 
survey can be found in [28]. There are basically two approaches to tackle the 
problem. One is first to use some premeasured 3-D information to estimate the 
absolute orientation of each camera with respect to a world coordinate frame, 
and then to recover the relative orientation between the cameras, namely the 
3 x 3 rotation matrix R and the 3 x 1 translation vector t, using the chain 
rule of spatial transformation. We call this the absolute orientation approach. 
The other is to compute the relative orientation between the cameras directly 
from some feature correspondences across the stereo pictures, which we call 
the relative orientation approach. 
2.1 Abso lut ion orientation approach 
Yakimovsky and Cunningham [35] proposed a method using this approach. 
With a linear sensor array and a high-quality lens, it provides 3-D measurement 
resolution of 1/400 Tsai [28] presented a method for estimating both the 
intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of a camera. Though accurate, the method 
demands for a well machined object with very precise predefined feature points. 
Horn [15, 16] proposed two methods to estimate the absolution orientation. 
Other work on recovering absolute orientation includes [11, 1, 31], 
Absolute orientation approach requires the use of an object in 3-D with 
exactly known dimensions, and it computes additional information like the 
1 士 5mm at distances of about 2m 
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absolute orientations of the cameras with respect to an arbitrary world co-
ordinate frame attached to the object. Notice that it is only the relative 
orientation between the cameras, not their orientations with respect to any 
particular coordinate frame, which is usually of interest. More importantly, 
the idea of absolute orientation approach is to have a stereo camera setup 
rigidly constructed and calibrated once, so that a large number of stereo im-
ages can be taken afterwards using the same setup without the need of going 
through the calibration process again. This may not be feasible in many ap-
plications, especially when the objects of interest are far away and therefore 
a long baseline is required, ail example of which is aerial photogrammetry [6]. 
To take stereo pairs of aerial images, the usual practice is to mount a camera 
under a plane and let it fly and take pictures at locations wide apart. Each 
pair of pictures thus have a different camera configuration, and they have to 
be calibrated based upon the image features alone as very often the objects in 
the pictures are not of known dimensions. 
2.2 Relat ive orientation approach 
The relative orientation approach is to determine directly the relative trans-
formation between the stereo camera coordinate frames without using prior 
measures in 3-D coordinates. As illustrated later in section 3.1，the transfor-
mation parameters are determinable up to the rotation R and the direction of 
translation t only, i.e., the absolute magnitude of the translation is a degree 
of freedom undeterminable with two views. 
Many have proposed to use point correspondences2 across the stereo im-
ages. It requires only five of them at minimum to determine R and i [17]. 
Unfortunately, determining R and i from five point correspondences involves 
solving 22 simultaneous equations of the second order [17] or 5 simultaneous 
equations of the third order [27], Using more than five point correspondences, 
not only the problem can be made simpler, the redundant information can 
also be used to reduce the effect of noise to the solution. 
Longuet-Higgins [22] described an algorithm that requires solving 8 simul-
taneous linear equations only. Tsai and Huang [30] independently discovered 
the 8-point algorithm, However, the accuracy is sensitive to both the mag-
nitude and the direction of the translation. Longuet-Higgins also derived the 
2 By point correspondences, we mean the pixels on the two images projected from the 
same point in 3D. 
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necessary and sufficient conditions for intrinsic [23]3 and extrinsic [24] degen-
eracy, under which the linear algorithm will fail. Zhuang et al [37] further 
generalized it to include the case that f = 0, which was not covered in [23], 
and named it the surface assumption. However, they had done noise-free 
simulation only to verify the algorithm. Neither real image result nor simu-
lation result with noise was shown. Recently, Hartley [14] extended the work 
of Longuet-Higgins and suggested an algorithm for the point correspondence 
problem without the intrinsic parameters being known a priori. 
Tsai and Huang [29] have shown that while the 8-point algorithm is compu-
tationally more efficient than the iterative search used in solving the nonlinear 
motion equation, it doesn't have a way to reduce the effect of noise in the point 
positions. If the error of point positions is less than 3%, the error of motion pa-
rameters can be significantly reduced with more point correspondences being 
used. They had demonstrated this with the result on a real stereo pair using 
22 point correspondences. R was estimated within 5.29% error. Faugeras and 
Toscani [11] implemented a similar algorithm using Kalman Filtering, and the 
method can be used to recover both the absolute and relative orientations. 
Weng et al. [33] also described a method that generalizes the 8-point 
algorithm so that more than eight point correspondences can be used to reduce 
solution error. They gave a comprehensive illustration of the generalized 8-
point algorithm as well as a systematic report on the error analysis. The paper 
also shows one real image result in addition to a number of simulation results 
concerning various aspects of the problem. With 12 point correspondences, R 
can be found within 2% to 5% error; yet the error in estimating i is not stable, 
ranging from 5% to 13%. 
Table 2.1 shows the performance of some of the methods. The recovery of 
the translation vector, in particular, is not stable. Using the method described 
in [30], the t error under 20 point correspondences can be three times worse 
than the one under 9 point correspondences. 
Some [25, 21, 32] have also proposed to use more abstract features like 
line correspondences for calibration* However, since the projection planes 
going through two lines in two views always intersect regardless of the relative 
transformation between the views, such an approach requires at least 3 views 
to do the calibration. Mitiche et al. [25] made use of the invariance of angular 
configuration in the calibration. They derived formulae for 4 lines over 3 
3 Vertices of a cube are found to be a set of degenerate data no matter how they are 
placed relative to the two cameras. 
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views. No result was shown. Liu and Huang [21] used 6 lines from 3 views. 
They had done noise-free simulations only, which are aimed at examining the 
convergence range of their method in solving for the rotation components. 
W e n f e t a l [32] used 13 or more lines over 3 views. Redundancy in the data 
provides an overconstrained system of equations to combat noise. Table 2.2 
shows the performance of their method. 
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Algorithm Simulation Condition | Error" 
Tsai k Huang [29] 2.5% perturbation 8 com.20 corr. 
on projected points 
Rotation error: 38.7% 2.4% 
Translation error: 103.6% 29.66% 
Tsai k Huang [30] 0.1% perturbation 8 corr. 
on projected points 
Rotation error: 1,36% 
Translation error: 0.51% 
0.5% perturbation 8 corr. 
on projected points 
Rotation error: 6.96% 
Translation error: 20.66% 
1% perturbation 8 corr. 9 corr. 20 corr. 
on projected points 
Rotation error: 14.32% 3.69% 0.83% 
Translation error: 53.97% 3.52% 10.09% 
2% perturbation 8 corr. 
on projected points 
Rotation error: 30.28% 
Translation error: 94.63% 
3% perturbation 8 corr. 20 corr. 
on projected points 
Rotation error: 47.1% 3.28% 
Translation error: 101.8% 93.46% 
Weng et al. [33] Quantization to 8 corr. 12 corr. 20 corr. 
256 x 256 array 
Rotation error: 6.1% 2.1% 0.6% 
Translation error: 16.8% 6% 2.4% 
Table 2.1: Performance of typical methods using point correspondences. 
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Algorithm "Simulation Condition Error 
Weng et al. [32] Quantization to 13 corr.~18 corr.~~30 corr. 
512 x 512 array 
Rotation error: 31% 3.5% 2% 
Translation error: 40.5% 5.5% 2% 
Table 2.2: Performance of a typical method using line correspondences. 
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Chapter 3 
Cal ibrat ion using O T V correspondences 
3 .1 P r o b l e m Sta tement 
As shown in Figure 3.1, let Li (i = 1，2，or 3) be the branches of an OTV 
ill 3-D, lvi be their projections in view i; (v = 1 or 2), and wv be the line of 
sight of the vertex from view v. The normal nvi of the projection plane going 
through image branch lvi is given by 
^vi 一 ^V X lyi 
— • 
Since Li is at the intersection of the projection planes with normals ftu 
and n2i respectively, if R and t are the rotation matrix and translation vector 
—• 
between the stereo views, Li can be computed as 
Li 二 nu x Rn2i 
for all i = 1, 2, or 3. 
Our relative orientation problem can therefore be defined as: given {lvi : 
i = 1,2,3} and {wv : r = 1,2} for each OTV correspondence，find R and t 
such that the following constraints are satisfied: 
1. Epipolar Constraint: 
Since the lines of sight of the vertex from the two views have to intersect 
in 3-D, the lines of sight and the translation vector have to be coplanar, 
the scalar triple product 





Figure 3.1: Stereo image calibration using OTV correspondences. 
2. Orthogonality Constraint: 
Since {Li} are mutually orthogonal, 
j， 
(fiii x Rn2i)l4pij x Rn2j) 
where nvi = wv x lv“ 
Obviously the orthogonality constraint would allow R to be recovered, 
whereas the epipolar constraint would allow t to be recovered. It can also be 
observed that if (R, i) satisfies the above constraints, so does (R, kt) for any k. 
The absolute magnitude of the translation is therefore not determinable with 
two views, and the solution can be estimated in terms of a rotation matrix R 
and a translation direction t (a unit vector) only. However, many applications 
do not require the absolute magnitude of the translation. An example is the 
estimation of epipolar lines across the images for stereo matching, which we 
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show in appendix B. It is also simple to determine the remaining degree of 
freedom once any single piece of 3-D information about the scene is available. 
An obvious approach to the problem is to compute R using a least-squares 
method so that the sum over a number of OTV correspondences: 
E E 11(¾ X Rn2i) • {flu x Rn2j)\\2 
is minimized. Similar method can be used to compute f from the epipolar 
constraint. However, such an approach requires solving a set of nonlinear 
equations for the elements of R, and is discarded. 
An interesting observation is, the three branches of each OTV, {LJ , them-
selves form an orthogonal coordinate frame in space, which we call frame 0 
here. Moreover, it is found that { L j can be determined from the projection of 
the OTV 
in any single view (although there would be two possible solutions). 
As a result the rotation relationship VR0 between each image coordinate frame 
v (1 or 2) and frame 0 can be established. It therefore follows that we can use 
composite transformation to compute the rotation relationship between the 
stereo views, 1R2, from and 2R0, as if the OTV is an intermediate coordi-
nate frame. The minimum number of OTV correspondences needed to have 
a unique solution of lR2 is found to be two. The translation vector t can be 
determined afterwards using the image coordinates of the vertex projections 
ill the two views-
We will first describe how the orientation of an OTV in 3-D can be esti-
mated from a single view. We then describe how we determine the rotation 
matrix and then the translation vector between stereo views, using two OTV 
correspondences across the images. We will also describe how the idea can be 
extended to use more than two OTV correspondences. 
3.2 Recovering the orientation of an O T V 
from a single v iew 
The problem is to compute the branches {Li} of an OTV given their projec-
tions {U} in a view and the line of sight w of the vertex. 
As lines, {Li} have to lie on the respective projection planes and be orthog-
onal to one another, i.e., they have to satisfy the orthogonality constraints: 
L x - i w x h) = 0 (3.1) 
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Figure 3.2: Projection of an OTV. 
L2 = 士 x ( w x l2) (3.2) 
L3 = 士 x L2 (3.3) 
L3-(WX f3) = 0 (3.4) 
It can be observed that if Li satisfies equations (3.1)-(3.4), so does —Li. 
This leads to a high degree of ambiguity in the solution. Fortunately, there 
is another constraint for {Li}. As vectors, {Li} have to be in the directions 
such that they project to the image vectors {U} but not {—/J, i.e., they have 
to satisfy the following what we call the vector projection constraint: For all 
i = 1,2, or 3, 
(w x Li) '{wxU)>0 (3.5) 
—• 
The constraint would allow the sign of each L{ solution to be determined. 
Since only the directions of {Li} are determinable (and they cannot be 
zero vectors), we can assume unit vectors { L j . Putting all the orthogonality 
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constraints together, there are 3 equations to solve for the 3 components of 
L\\ 
L 1 ' ( ^ x f l ) = 0 (3.6) 
and 
[I 厶 IP = 1 (3.7) 
and 
U x [Li x ( w x l2)] • (yj x f 3 ) = 0 
or { [ l ! . {v5 x h ) ] ^ - ||Li||2(w; x f2)} ' ( w x k ) = 0 
� r [Lx . {v5 x r2)][la . (w x f3)] = (w x l2). (w x f3) 
(3.8) 
These can be reduced to a single quadratic equation for the square of one 
of the unknowns, say that of the X-component, L la.2: 
a(Llx2)2 + b(Llx2) + c = 0 (3.9) 
where 
a = {AA2B2/C4) [(2ABCDG 一 A2CEG 一 CSEG - A2BFG + BC2FG 
-A2CDH 一 CSDH + A3FH + AC2FH 一 A2BDI + BC2DI + A3EI 
^-AC2EI 一 2ABCFI) 
/(B2CEG + CSEG 一 B3FG 一 BC2FG + B2CDH + CZDH 一 2ABCEH 
+AB2FH 一 AC2FH 一 BSDI 一 BC2DI + AB2EI 一 AC2EI + 2ABCFI)) 
- ( 1 + A2/C2 + (1 + B2/C2) 
{2ABCDG 一 A2CEG 一 CSEG 一 A2BFG + BC2FG 一 A2CDH 
-C3DH + A3FH + AC2FH - A2BDI + BC2DI + AREI + AC2EI 
-2ABCFI) 
/(B2CEG + CSEG 一 BSFG 一 BC2FG + B2CDH + C3DH 一 2ABCEH 
+AB2FH 一 AC2FH — B3DI - BC2DI + AB2EI - AC2EI + 2ABCFI)F 
b 二 (4A2B2/C4�(C3EG - BC2FG + C3DH - AC2FH - BC2DI 
-AC2EI + 2ABCFI 一 2ABCJ) 
!(B2CEG + C3EG- BSFG 一 BC2FG + B2CDH + C3DH 一2 ABC EH 
+AB2FH 一 AC2FH 一 BSDI 一 BC2DI + AB2EI — AC2EI + 2ABCFI) 
16 
- 2 ( l + A2 /C2 + (l + B 2 /C 2 ) 
(2ABCDG 一 A2CEG 一 CSEG - A2BFG + BC2FG 一 A2CDH -CSDH 
^ F H + AC2FH 一 A2BDI + BC2DI + A3EI + AC2EI 一 2ABCFI) 
/(B2CEG + C3EG 一 BSFG 一 BC2FG + B2CDH + CSDH 一 2ABCEH 
+AB2FH 一 AC2FH 一 B3DI 一 BC2DI + AB2EI 一 AC2EI + 2ABCFI)) 
( (1 + B2/C2) (CSEG 一 BC2FG + C3DH - AC2FH 一 BC2DI 
-AC2EI + 2ABCFI - 2ABCJ)/(B2CEG + C3EG- B3FG 
-BC2FG + B2CDH + C3DH 一 2ABCEH + AB2FH 一 AC2FH 
-B3DI - BC2DI + AB2EI 一 AC2EL + 2ABCFI) 一 1 ) 
c = - ( (1 + B2/C2) (CSEG - BC2FG + C3DH - AC2FH - BC2DI - AC2EI 
+2ABCFI 一 2ABCJ)/(B2CEG + C3EG 一 B3FG 一 BC2FG + B2CDH 
+C3DH 一 2ABCEH + AB2FH - AC2FH 一 BSDI — BC2DI 
^AB2EI — AC2 EI + 2ABCFI) — 1)2 
A ==: (W x L\) • EX 
B = (w x li) • ey 
C = (¾) x /1) • EZ 
D = (w x l2) • ex 
E = (w x l2) • ey 
F = (w x I2) • ez 
G = (w x /3) • ex 
a 
H = (w x /3) • ey 
I = (w x l3) • ez 
J = (w x /2) • (w x /3) 
r iT r -iT r -iT 
and Sx, ey, ez are the unit vectors 1 0 0 ， 0 1 0 , 0 0 1 
respectively. 
The equation gives four values for L\X. The other two components L\Y and 
LIZ can be computed uniquely using any value of LLX. In other words, there 
are generally four solutions for L\ from the orthogonality constraints alone. 
All four solutions are on the surface of a unit sphere centered at the origin in 
the X-Y-Z space, with two of them radially opposite to the others. 
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As mentioned above, the vector projection constraint would leave only two 
of the solutions of Lx valid. Once Lx is determined, L2 and Ls are readily ob-
t a m a b l e f r o m equations (3.2) and (3.3). Again, their signs can be determined 
using the vector projection constraint. 
To summarize, there are two possible sets of solution for {L{} from a sin-
gle view. They are actually mirror reflections of each other about the plane 
orthogonal to the line of sight of the vertex. 
If the vertex appears to be an ^-junction (but not Y^unction), and if we 
can assume that the vertex is composed of opaque surfaces (which is usually 
the case), we can further remove the remaining ambiguity in the orientation of 
the OTV using the following what we call the A-junction Opacity Constraint: 
For a trihedral vertex (not necessarily an OTV) consisting of opaque surfaces 
to be visible as an A-junction, 
Li • {L2 x L3)] [W • (L2 x L3)] < 0 
A A /v 
where Li, L2, L3 are the 3-D directional vectors of the middle branch and the 
other two branches, and w is the line of sight of the vertex from the image to 
the vertex point. In particular, if the vertex is an OTV, the condition can be 
reduced to 
Li - w <0 
The constraint is simple to explain. and Z3 form a plane with a normal 
vector n23 = L2 乂 Lz. The plane divides the 3-D space into two halves regarding 
directions, one with v - ^ 23 positive and the other negative for any directional 
A y\ 
vector v* For the middle branch L\ of an ^-junction to be visible, L\ • n23 and 
(—w).於23 must be of the same sign, i.e., (L\ . fi2^)(w • 办 2 3 ) < 0 . 
If the vertex is an OTV, «23 = kL\ for a fe = 1 or — 1. On substitution 
(Li *^23)(^-7123) = k2(w'L\). The opacity constraint can therefore be reduced 
to Li • iZ; < 0. 
Unless otherwise stated, we always assume the objects visible in a scene 
are opaque and apply the A-junction opacity constraint to all ^-junctions 
throughout this paper. 
3.3 Recovering the transformation parameters 
be tween two views 
The problem here is, given the projections of an OTV in two images, how do 
we compute the rotation matrix R and the translation direction t between the 
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views? Our approach is to use the orthogonality constraints of an OTV to 
recover R first, using the OTV as an intermediate coordinate frame, and to 
use the epipolar constraint to recover i. 
3.3.1 Recovering R 
For any OTV visible in both views, using the method described in section 3.2, 
we can compute the orientation of the OTV, {LJ , with respect to the two 
views separately^ In addition, we can pick an arrangement of the 3 vectors, 
with Li as the X-vector and the other 2 vectors as the F-vector and the Z-
vector, such that the vectors X, Y, and Z form a right-handed coordinate 
,A 八 a ^ 
system (X x Y = Z). With such a coordinate frame 0, the rotation matrix 
from the image coordinate frame v (1 or 2) to the OTV coordinate frame 0 is 
given by: 
v i ] 
Using composite transformation, the rotation matrix between the stereo 
views is then simply 
XR2 = LRQ 2ROT (3.10) 
Since the VR0 for each view generally has two possible solutions, there 
are altogether 4 possible combinations of vRo^s to recover 丄馬.Again, for-
tunately, there is a fact available: whatever orientations of the OTV recov-
ered separately from the two views are, there should exist a spatial trans-
formation that allows one orientation to overlap exactly with the other un-
der the specified branch correspondences. This constraint, which we call 
orientation consistency constraint of the OTV, would allow 2 possible solu-
tions of to be ruled out. 
To check whether {Lt} computed separately from the two views are con-
sistent or not, we can use the following test. Suppose [Ln] and {L^} are 
the directions of the OTV branches computed from the two views separately, 
where i = 1, 2 or 3 is referring to the ith branch of the OTV. Compute 
C = [(Ln x L 2 i ) . L3i][(L12 x L22) • L32] (3.11) 
If C > 0, then the OTV orientations recovered from the two views separately 
are consistent; otherwise, they are not. 
With only one OTV correspondence across the stereo views, there are still 
two possible solutions left for the rotation matrix lR2 (hereafter denoted by R) 
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between the stereo views. At least one more OTV correspondence is needed 
to have a unique solution for R. 
We use a simple method to compute R from two OTV correspondences. 
We pick two solutions for the rotation matrix, one from each OTV correspon-
dence, such that the Euclidean norm of their difference is minimum among 
all the combinations. With this set of rotation matrices {SUS2}, we find the 
orthonormal matrix R that best approximates them, using a method described 
in appendix A. R then takes the optimal value of R. 
3.3.2 Recovering t 
As mentioned above, the translation vector can only be determined up to a 
scaling factor with two views. Once R is known, the unit translation vector, T, 
can be recovered using the epipolar constraint. Every point correspondence, 
for example, the correspondence of the vertex positions of an OTV across the 
stereo views, gives a linear equation 
t- {wi x RW2) = 0 (3.12) 
for the elements of i, where 's are the lines of projection of the two views 
through the point correspondence. 
Therefore two OTV correspondences will be just enough to determine the 
two degrees of freedom of t. However, the vertices of the two OTVs have to 
be on different epipolar planes for the equations to be independent. 
3.3.3 Summary of all the steps 
We give a summary of all the steps used in the proposed method here: 
1. Determine the direction vectors of each OTV, {Lt}, with respect to 
each view, using the orthogonality constraints, the vector projection con-
straint, and the A-j unction opacity constraint. 
2. Determine the rotational relationship between each view and the OTV 
coordinate frame from {Li}. Find the rotation matrix R between the 
stereo views using composite transformation. There would be altogether 
four possible solutions for R. 
3. Remove two possible solutions of R using the orientation consistency 
constraint of the OTV. 
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4 ' E a c h 0 T V correspondence therefore supplies two possible solutions for 
R - W l t h 2 0 T V correspondences across the stereo views, pick two solu-
tions, one from each OTV correspondence, such that the norm of their 
difference is minimum. With this set of R values {SUS2}, find the or-
thonormal matrix R that minimizes \\R 一 R then takes the 
optimal value of the orthonormal matrix R. 
5. Recover i using the epipolar constraints of two point correspondences, 
possibly those of the vertices of two OTVs. 
3.3.4 Recovering R and t using more than 2 OTVs 
It is important that a solution method is extensible to use more than the 
minimum input data set to reduce the effect of noise to the solution. If more 
than two OTV correspondences are available across the images, we would make 
use of all of them to compute R and t. 
Suppose n OTV correspondences, where n > 2, are available, each of 
which supplying two possible solutions Slr and S2r for R (r = 1,... ,n). We 
anticipate that one of the solutions supplied by each OTV correspondence is 
close to the same rotation value - the true R. With that in mind, we would 
first pick n Sir's (i = 1 or 2), one from each OTV correspondence，such that 
compared with other combinations they are "closest" to one another in the 
rotation matrix space, with the measure of "closeness" yet to be defined. We 
then take the best approximation of this set of rotation values as the final R. 
To extract the set of rotation values which form the smallest cluster in the 
rotation value space and to give the best approximation of them, a measure 
of "closeness" of rotation values is needed. The Euclidean norm of difference 
of 3 x 3 matrices is not a good measure, as it excludes the fact that a rotation 
matrix has to be orthonormal. We use a measure of "closeness" defined and 
described in details in appendix A. The basic idea is to represent each rotation 
value as a unit quaternion [13, 5], and the "closeness" of two rotation values is 
defined as the absolute magnitude of the dot product of the two corresponding 
unit quaternions. The definition also allows a least-squares approximation of 
a set of rotation values to be computed, and that is what we use to compute 
the final R. 
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For t: once R is known, again we can use a least-squares method to compute 
it: find t of unity magnitude such that 
n 
E ^ ' K r X ^ 2 r ) | 2 
r = l 
is minimum, where wlr and w2r are the lines of sight of the r th OTV corre-
spondence in the two views. The problem can be converted into a standard 
form: find i of unity norm that minimizes ||^f||，where 
_ x RW2I)T _ 
A = ( ^ 1 2 X RW22)T 
• (win X Rw2 n)T . 
The optimal solution for T is the unit eigenvector of the matrix ATA associated 
with its smallest eigenvalue [26]. 
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Chapter 4 
Exper imenta l Resul t s 
4 .1 S imulated D a t a Exper iments 
We have carried out extensive simulation experiments to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed method. We have put in quantization noise, just like 
what the others [33] did, to examine the performance of the proposed method. 
Unless otherwise stated, in all the simulation experiments presented below, 
the image resolution is 256 by 256. In addition, error is defined in terms of the 
Euclidean norm of the difference of the computed value and the correct value: 
„ 丑 c o m p u t e d 一 丑 t r u e R error = fr— 
Untrue 11 
and 
r error = ^computed 一 ^true 
4.1.1 Error versus the smallest angle among the projected 
branches of an OTV 
The case of having two image branches of an OTV being so close to each 
other that they overlap (their projection planes are coplanar) is obviously a 
degenerate case for the proposed algorithm. So is the case of having an image 
branch of zero length (the branch is parallel to the line of sight of the vertex). 
The near-degenerated cases are therefore that the projected branches have 
narrow angles among them, and that the branches are short. We have done 
some experiments to examine how sensitive the proposed algorithm is to the 
smallest angle among the projected branches and to the shortest length of the 
branches. 
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Figure 4.5 to 4.6 show the error in R versus the smallest angle among the 
projected branches of an OTV, when different lengths of the projected branches 
are visible. The OTV in the experiment is one with its vertex along the optical 
a幻s of the camera. It has its branches originally making equal angles with 
the image plane, and was rotated gradually about one of its branches as the 
experiment proceeded. Since one OTV correspondence provides two possible 
solutions for R, we assume additional OTV correspondences will resolve the 
ambiguity and we use the solution closer to the true R to calculate the er-
r o r - T l l e experiment shows that the error in computing R is not significantly 
affected by the length of the projected branches, as long as they are more 
than 15 pixels long. It can also be seen that as long as the smallest angle is 
greater than 10°, the R error can be as low as 2% with only one single OTV 
correspondence. 
Error vs angle 
QI • 1 1 1 I I 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Angle in degree 
Figure 4.1: R error versus the smallest angle among the projected branches of 
an OTV (branch length = 15 pixels). 
4.1.2 Comparison with a point correspondence algorithm 
In a recent work, Weng et al. [33] have proposed a point correspondence 
method and have, among very few others in the calibration literature, pre-
sented extensive experimental results to illustrate the performance of their 
method. The study is rigorous and the results are impressive. We regard their 
method (hereafter the point correspondence method) as one representative 
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Figure 4.2: R error versus the smallest angle among the projected branches of 
an OTV (branch length = 20 pixels). 
Error vs angle 
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Figure 4.3: R error versus the smallest angle among the projected branches of 
an OTV (branch length = 25 pixels). 
method using point correspondences, and we have done a simulation study of 
our method (hereafter the OTV correspondence method) under similar condi-
tions to examine if there are major advantages of using angle constraints via 
OTV correspondences over position constraints via point correspondences. 
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Figure 4.4: R error versus the smallest angle among the projected branches of 
an OTV (branch length = 30 pixels). 
Error vs angle 
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Figure 4.5: R error versus the smallest angle among the projected branches of 
an OTV (branch length = 45 pixels). 
The simulation starts up with 6 randomly generated points in a 10 x 10 x 10 
cube. Two OTVs are then formed using the method stated in [15]. The center 
of this cube is defined as the object center, which is always 11 units away from 
the optical center of the camera. The OTVs (each composed of four points) 
then project perspectively to the camera to form images. The object distance 
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Figure 4.6: R error versus the smallest angle among the projected branches of 
an OTV (branch length = 60 pixels). 
is therefore always 11 units. Image size is 2 unit with 128 pixels/unit. Focal 
length is 1 unit. 
The following steps have been taken to ensure valid OTV projection: 
- I f a branch of an OTV intersects with the image plane, the branch would 
be cropped up to the point of intersection with the image plane. 
一 If there is an OTV whose vertex projection is out of the image, the image 
is rejected. 
—If there is an angle among the projected branches of an OTV smaller 
than 15°, the image is rejected. 
Figures below illustrate the performances of the OTV correspondence method 
and the point correspondence method under various conditions. The simula-
tion setup is exactly the same as the one used in [33], In particular, rotation 
is expressed as a rotation axis plus a rotation angle. Detail conditions for each 
simulation can be found beneath the corresponding figure. For example, the 
rotation R about an axis (1, -0.2, 0.2) by 8 � i s equivalent to 
“ -0 .9993 0.0286 0.025 ^ 
R = = 待 0 . 0 2 5 0.9906 -0.1343 
-0.0286 0.1336 0.9906 • • 
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All the simulation results presented were averaged ones from 1000 trials of 
randomly generated point or OTV positions. In all the experiments, except 
the one of error versus the number of feature correspondences used, 12 point 
correspondences (it was shown in [33]，and can be seen from Figure 4.7，that ac-
curacy does not improve much with more than 12 point correspondences) were 
employed for the point correspondence method, and 2 OTV correspondences 
(the minimum number that allows the algorithm to work) were employed for 
the OTV correspondence method. 
Figure 4.7 compares the performances of the point correspondence method 
and the OTV correspondence method when different number of feature cor-
respondences are used. As expected, the more correspondences are used, the 
more accurate the solution is for both methods. However，it can be seen that 
the OTV correspondence method is more stable towards the number of feature 
correspondences used, and even with only 2 OTV correspondences, R error is 
already as small as 1.8%. 
We do not intend to compare the performance of the two approaches under 
the same number of correspondences, as the features are not the same. Fig-
ure 4.7 just compares how the performances of the two methods Improve with 
increasing number of feature correspondences. 
Figure 4.8 shows the simulation result of the point correspondence method 
when the direction of translation is varied. The figure also shows the simu-
lation result of the OTV correspondence method under the same simulation 
condition. It can be seen that the OTV correspondence method is generally 
much more accurate and insensitive to the direction of the translation. 
Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 are other sets of simulation results when the 
direction of translation is varied gradually from being orthogonal to the optical 
axes to being parallel to the optical axes. Again, it can be observed that the 
OTV correspondence method is generally less sensitive to the direction of 
translation, and is much more accurate in computing both R and t. It is only 
under the extreme situation when the motion between the cameras is almost 
parallel to their optical axes, i.e., one is right in front of another, that the 
error in t computed from the OTV correspondence method is larger. However, 
this is not an usual configuration in stereo analysis. On the other hand, the 
error in computing R using the OTV correspondence method is independent 
of the translation direction at all. 
However, although i error using the OTV correspondence method is less 
dependent of the direction of translation, it is also generally larger (which 
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Figure 4.7: Error versus number of feature correspondences. Condition: rota-
tion axis (0.9, 1, -0.8)，rotation angle 50，translation (-0.5, 0.5，3). 
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is not surprising, as here we only use two point (vertex) correspondences to 
compute t from the epipolar constraint, while the other algorithm is using 12 
of them). � 
Figure 4.12 shows the simulation result when the magnitude of translation 
is varied. The t error for both methods generally increases when the magni-
tude of the translation decreases, which is logical as i error is defined to be 
the absolute error divided by the translation magnitude. However, the OTV 
approach is observed to be generally more accurate. 
Figures 4.13, 4.14，and 4.15 show the simulation results when the magni-
tude of rotation angle is varied. It can be seen that both methods are generally 
independent of the amount of rotation, but the OTV correspondence method 
is observed to be much more accurate. 
Figure 4.16 (with small rotation angle) and Figure 4.17 (with large rotation 
angle) show the simulation results when the rotation axis is varied. Both 
methods are observed to be independent of the axis of rotation, and again, the 
OTV correspondence method is generally much more accurate. 
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Figure 4.8: Error versus direction of translation. Condition: rotation axis (1, 
-0.2’ -0.2)’ rotation angle 8°, translation from (1, 3，0) to (1, 0, 3) evenly 
spaced 21 translation directions with magnitude 3. 
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Figure 4.9: Error versus direction of translation. Condition: rotation axis (0, 
1,0)，rotation angle 5°, translation from (0, 1，0) to (0, 0, -1) evenly spaced 
21 translation direction. 
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Figure 4.10: Error versus direction of translation. Condition: rotation axis (0， 
1, 0), rotation angle 5°, translation from (1，0，0) to (0，0, -1) evenly spaced 
21 translation direction. 
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Figure 4.11: Error versus direction of translation. Condition: rotation axis (0， 
1, 0), rotation angle 5°, translation from (0, 0, 1) to (0，0, -1) evenly spaced 
21 translation direction. 
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Figure 4.12: Error versus direction of translation. Condition: rotation axis (0, 
1, 0), rotation angle 5°, translation from (0, 0.5, -0.5) to (0, 4.5, -4.5) evenly 
spaced 21 translation magnitudes. 
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Figure 4.13: Error versus amount of rotation. Condition: rotation axis (0, 
1, 0), from 0 to 30�even ly spaced 21 rotation angles, translation (0, 1.732， 
L732). 
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Figure 4.14: Error versus amount of rotation. Condition: rotation axis (0， 
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Figure 4.15: Error versus amount of rotation. Condition: rotation axis (1, 1, 
-1), from 0 to 30° evenly spaced 21 rotation angles, translation (1.732, 1.732, 
1.732). 
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Figure 4.16: Error versus change in rotation axis. Condition: from (0, 1，0) 
to (0, 0，-1) evenly spaced 21 rotation axes, angle 5°, translation (0, 1.732, 
1.732). 
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Figure 4.17: Error versus change in rotation axis. Condition: from (0，1, 0) 
to (0，0, -1) evenly spaced 21 rotation axes, angle 30°, translation (0，1.732, 
1.732). 
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4.2 Rea l Image Exper iment 
Since ground truth is not precisely known for real image data, it is difficult to 
evaluate the performance of an algorithm even if it does recover some param-
eters from the data. However, to get a feeling of how the proposed algorithm 
performs on real data, we tried our algorithm on some real stereo pairs to es-
timate R and t from the image features. To let the performance be examined 
visually, we computed the epipolar lines from the estimated R and t (it can 
be shown that the epipolar lines are independent of the absolute magnitude of 
the translation, as illustrated in appendix B), and plotted them on the orig-
mal images. Corresponding points in the images should lie on corresponding 
epipolar lines for ideal results. An additional note is, although there have been 
quite some work on extracting corners from images [10, 19, 38, 36], at the time 
of performing the experiment we only determined the image coordinates of the 
OTV projections visually from the raw image data. 
Figure 4.18 shows synthetic stereo images of an urban scene with streets 
and buildings (source: Harlyn Baker, Control Data Corporation) used in [2]. 
They are of dimensions 256 by 256. There is no rotation between the views, 
i.e., R = I, and the translation between the views is along the horizontal axis, 
«.e.，^ = [1 0 0] . Using seven OTV correspondences circled in Figure 4.19, 
the proposed algorithm estimated that1 
“0.9998 一0 .0008 -0.0190 “ 
R = 0.0007 1.0000 -0.0040 
0.0190 0.0040 0.9998 
and 
0.9998 
i = 一 0 . 0 1 0 8 
0.0188 
which are very close to the true values. The epipolar lines of the stereo images 
were computed using the estimated R and i values, and they are shown in 
Figure 4.20. It can be seen that the epipolar lines are close to being horizontal, 
as they should be ideally. 
Not being able to find any standard real image data in the calibration field 
for benchmarking purposes, we took some images ourselves for performance 
i j n this section, we present the R and f in a more intuitive manner, they represent the 
motion of the camera instead of the motion of the spatial vectors as was used in previous 
section. 
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study. Results on two stereo pairs, one indoor and another outdoor, are shown 
here. All were taken using the Canon Still Video Camera RC-560. The image 
resolution is 752 by 582，and the image size is 6.3 x 4.8mm2. We used a focal 
length of 8 mm for the indoor scene and 24 mm for the outdoor scene. 
Figure 4.21 shows two images of an indoor scene from different angles. It 
was estimated from eight OTV correspondences circled in Figure 4.22 that 
“ 0 . 9 6 1 5 0.1901 一 0 . 1 9 8 5 ' 
R = -0.1733 0.9799 0.0988 
0.2133 一 0 . 0 6 0 6 0.9751 
and 
_ 一 0 . 8 2 2 2 . 
i = 0.2921 
• -0.4886 
The epipolar lines were again computed using the estimated values of R and 
i and are shown in Figure 4.23. It can be seen that the result is satisfactory. 
Corresponding points in the images lie more or less on corresponding epipolar 
lines. 
Figures 4.24, 4.25, and 4.26 show results on another stereo pair of images. 
The scene is an overview of Hong Kong. It was estimated from five OTV 
correspondences that 
_ 0.9992 -0.0373 一 0 . 0 1 0 7 _ 
R= 0.0371 0.9992 一 0 . 0 1 7 8 
0.0113 0.0174 0.9998 
and 
0.5071 “ 
i = -0.2862 
一 0.8130 
The result is still satisfactory despite the weak contrast of the building bound-
aries and the hardly noticeable lengths of the OTV branches. We believe 
significantly better result can be obtained if the edges are better localized 
with help from sophisticated edge detectors. 
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Figure 4.18: Stereo images of a synthetic scene. 
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OTV correspondences used (image 1) 
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OTV correspondences used (image 2) 
Figure 4.19: OTV correspondences used for the synthetic scene. 
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epipolar lines estimated (image 2) 
Figure 4.20: Estimated epipolar lines of the synthetic images. 
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Figure 4.21: Stereo images of an indoor scene. 
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Figure 4.22: OTV correspondences used for the indoor scene. 
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epipolar lines estimated (image 1) 
epipolar lines estimated (image 2) 
Figure 4.23: Estimated epipolar lines of the indoor images. 
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image 2 
Figure 4.24: Stereo images of an aerial scene of Hong Kong. 
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Figure 4.25: OTV correspondences used for the aerial scene. 
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Figure 4.26: Estimated epipolar lines of the aerial images. 51 
Chapter 5 
Error Analys i s 
output ^ F ^ input 
Figure 5.1: Calibration process modelled as an operator between I/O data. 
The process of camera calibration can be viewed as a system with pro-
jected OTV features as input, and calculated extrinsic parameters as output. 
As shown in 5.1, for rotational parameters, input is a vector consists of one 
position component (projection of the vertex as 权阳，仍o) plus three line vector 
components (expressed in where i = 1,2 for 1st and 2nd image respec-
tively; j = 1,2,3 for the corresponding 3 branches) of the two correspondingly 
projected OTV images, namely: 
[u\o V\o On 6\2 Ois U20 V20 021 O22 没 23] 
With extrinsic parameters output as: 
r j y 
[rii r12 r13 r21 r22 r23 r31 r32 r33] 
where, is the i-th row j-th column element of the rotation matrix R. 
t t tz are the components of the translation vector. Following from Sec-
tion 3.3, suppose {Ln} and {L^} are the directions of the OTV branches 
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computed from the two views separately, where i = 1, 2 or 3 is referring to 
the ith. branch of the OTV. 
RN RI2 N S LUX L21X L31X L 12x L\2y L\2Z 
r 2 1 r 2 2 r
23 二 LLLY L21Y L31Y L22X L22Y L22Z (5 .1) 
- r 3 1 r 3 2 r33 J L L21Z LSU J [ L32X L32Y L32Z 
As has shown in Section 3.2, {Lijk} ’ with k = x,yoiz, can be expressed 
in the form of Equation 3.9. Equation 5.1 can be re-written in the form: 
_ Hi r* 
r l l ” 10’ 权 1，权 12’ 没 13, W20，V20, ^21,^ 22,没23) 
r
1 2 ^ 2 ( ^ 1 0 , ” 1 0 , ^ 1 1 , ^ 1 2 , 权 1 3，^20 , ^ 2 0 , ^ 2 1 , ^ 2 2 , 
n3 ... 
2^1 … 
r22 = … 
r23 . . . 
厂 3 1 • • • 
犷32 … 
.r33 J [ 9^(^ 10, ^ 10, ^ 11, ^ 12, ^ 13, ^ 20, ^ 20, ^ 21, ^ 22, ^ 23) _ 
F Js are the function which maps the input to extrinsic parameters. 
Under any particular configuration, the deviation of the output with re-
spect to input can be related by: 
AO = J(I)AT 
where J(T) is the Jacobian matrix of i with 9 x 10 entries. 
• d p d p d p -
duiori dv10ri ••• 
d p d rp d p 
J(0 = 
• • • • 
• • • � 
d ip d 77 d Z7» 
L ^ � d ^ ^ U …^7^12 J 
The translation parameters are calculated from the evaluated R and point 
correspondences. In real application, at least two OTVs are used for R recovery 
and the vertices are used as point correspondences for t recovery. In error 
analysis, using two OTVs complicates the task by introducing two candidates 
R f o r the functions which maps the inputs to t. Here, we represent the tx,ty,tz 
as functions of R and two projected points with one of them comes from the 
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vertex (w10，”10’ w20, v20) which was used to evaluate the R, and the other point 
；21). 
-1 mm 
r12,�13, ^21,---, r32, r33, u10, v10l u20, v20, univluu2i, v21)‘ 
t 2 = Fn(ru,r12, r13, r21’. • •, r32, r33, u10, v10, w20, v20, uu,vluU2i,v21) 
So the Jacobian matrix for translation is expressed as a 3 by 17 matrix: 
[ … 忐 巧 。 忐 巧 。 … A L ^ o 志F10 . . . 
A i ) = = 热 … 糾 s L F n … 忐 & e L F n … 念 F U 
… 忐 〜 … 絲 奈 F 1 2 … 忐 厂 1 2 . 
Equations of Fk,k = l to 9, are lengthy. With the help of symbolic math-
ematics package1, the task on derivation of the equation is greatly simplified. 
Unfortunately, the resulting equation，even with just one of the nine equa-
tions, shown as plain Mathematica format is so long that occupys 482 pages 
of A4 size paper. Fi0 , Fn ,andFi 2 are also lengthy. It is impractical to present 
the resulting equations here. Instead, I had included examples of the resulting 
Jacobian matrix under three different configuration. 
I11 the following sections, all configurations are based on the a camera model 
with f = — 1 unit, image size is 256 pixels x 256 pixels in 2 units x 2 units. 
Quantization noise is then assumed to be 士 1/256 unit. For the generation of 
a random OTV, refer to chapter 4 for the details. 
In first case, we use translation in x direction without rotation. We choose 
this configuration because we have a synthetic image being tested in section 4.2 
which also involves translation in x only. In the second and third cases, we 
use translation with rotation. We choose to use two set of R and T which had 
been used in chapter 4 for simulation. 
Regarding to the meaning of the rotation and translation parameters, this 
chapter and the section 4.1 follow the convention from Weng et al. [33]. That 
is, rotation matrix and translational vector map the spatial vectors between 
two view. Therefore, you will see that a translation of [6 0 0]T with zero 
rotation looks a camera moving in [—6 0 0]T between the two views. 
1 Mathematica™ is used here. Mathematica is a trademark of Wolfram Research Inc. 
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5.1 Translat ion in x only 
In this configuration, 110 rotation is introduced, translation is being carried 
out as [6 0 0]T. Figure 5.2 shows the projected OTV in two views. The 
OTV is randomly generated: 
厶 ii = (0.111643, 0.993149, -0.034501) 
L21 = (0.804990, 一 0 . 0 7 0 0 2 5 , 0.589140) 
^31 = (0.582688, -0.093547, 一 0 . 8 0 7 2 9 4 ) 
with vertex at ( 一 2 . 3 7 5 4 7 0 ， - 4 . 5 2 5 3 5 5 , 一 13.3608188) according to the left cam-
era. coordinates. The '0' is a randomly generated point correspondences for 
the recovery of t. 
First projection Second projection 
. i i I , i o ° [ ~ I 
r c 1 r 
I H < I - � •100l I -100I I 
-100 0 100 -100 0 100 
X-axis of image X-axis of image 
Figure 5.2: Projected images; no rotation, translation in x only. 
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5.1.1 Jacobian Matrix on Rotation 
The Jacobian matrix is evaluated as: 
0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0 . 0208091 0 . 1381760 一 1 .0422500 - 0 . 0 4 4 7 8 0 6 0 .1045480 
-0.4177820 0 . 1490440 -1.5652900 0.9326080 0.8006880 
-0.0208091 -0.1381760 1.0422500 0.0447806 —0.1045480 
0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0395883 -0.9932350 0.0016642 0.4451940 -0.6368580 
0.4177820 -0.1490440 1.5652900 -0.9326080 -0.8006880 
—0.0395883 0 . 9932350 一0 .0016642 - 0 . 4 4 5 1 9 4 0 0 .6368580 
0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 “ 
-0.0203177 0.4047980 1.3437000 -0.5092650 0.0626303 
0.4926390 0.6364990 1.9202800 -1.9831400 —0.2766650 
0 . 0 2 0 3 1 7 7 - 0 . 4 0 4 7 9 8 0 - 1 . 3 4 3 7 0 0 0 0 .5092650 一0 .0626303 
0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
一0 .0657046 1 .1974800 0 .6753880 一 1 .2508600 0 .2728710 
- 0 . 4 9 2 6 3 9 0 一0 .6364990 - 1 . 9 2 0 2 8 0 0 1 .9831400 0 .2766650 
0.0657046 -1.1974800 -0.6753880 1.2508600 -0.2728710 
0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
Entries for mapping input variations to m，�22, 3^3 are zero. It implies that, 
for zero rotation, the perturbation in input results little effect on the diagonal 
elements in the calculated rotation matrix. In other words, the configuration is 
at the turning points of Fi, F5, FQ. We had done the simulation one more time 
with another randomly generated OTV, the rows of the Jacobian matrix cor-
responding to the diagonal elements are still all zero. Because the simulation 
process is lengthy2, we had not tried it with even more OTVs. 
Next, we substitute different A input parameter to see the effect in the 
output. Since quantization is up to 士奏 pixel, we try the A^io, Afio, A1/20,厶灼0 
with 土- pixel3. 
While the quantization error on point projection is obviously 土善 pixel, 
it is not so straight forward for the deviation in the projected angle. The 
deviation depends on the length of projected branch and quantization error 
2It takes 6 to 8 hours for one trial. 
31 pixel here means 1/256 unit length according to the camera model used. 
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on pixels along the edge. As an example, the first branch projected on left 
image in figure 5.2 is projected as an direction vector of (55.8707’ 6.5486). 
With +2 Pixel/—I pixel along the .r direction, the corresponding deviations 
m angle are 一 0 . 0 1 7 6 m c / / 0 . 0 1 7 7 m d . For simplicity, we use i pixel deviation 
subtend on 60 pixels which corresponds to AO = 0.0083331rad. 
Table 5.1 shows the AR corresponding to variations in the input parame-
ters. It is observed that, for rotation = 0’ the deviation in output is in a form 
of skew symmetric matrix. 
5.1.2 Jacobian Matrix on Translation 
The Jacobian matrix is evaluated as: 
" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -1.41187 -0.00318806 2.24618 一 0 . 1 3 2 9 -0.124613 
. 0 0 0 -2.38493 一 2 . 2 3 6 2 2 0.0572105 -0.996468 0.386313 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 " 
0.00318806 0 0.728028 0 一 0 . 7 2 8 0 2 8 0 1.51815 0 一 1.51815 
2.23622 0 —4.42504 0 4.42504 0 4.48225 0 一 4 . 4 8 2 2 5 
Table 5.2 shows the At corresponding to variations in the input parameters. 
It is found that the tx component, the translation is taken along this direction 




0 0 . 0 0 0 6 2 一 0 . 0 0 1 0 5 
+Au 1o,+Av 1o -0.00062 0 -0.00373 
0.00105 0.00373 0 
“ 0 0.00046~~0.00221 
-Awio, H-A^q -0.00046 0 -0.00403 
-0.00221 0.00403 0__ 
0 ~ 0 . 0 0 2 1 2 0.00336 
+Awio, +AW2O, + A I ; 2 0 一0.00212 0 0.00070 
-0.00336 -0.00070 0 _ 
0 -0.00088 -0.00546 
+Awi0 , +Ai;io, -AW2O, -AV 2 0 0.00088 0 —0.00815 
0.00546 0.00815 
0 -0.00869 一 0 . 0 1 3 0 4 
0.00869 0 0.00001 
0.01304 : 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 0 _ 
0 -0.00819~~~0.00140 
+A^ii,+A(9i2,+A/9i3 0.00819 0 一 0 . 0 0 1 5 8 
-0.00140 0.00158 0 _ 
— 0 —0.00993 —0.01194 
+A<9H,H-A/912,-A6'i3 0.00993 0 0.00903 
0.01194 一 0 . 0 0 9 0 3 0 _ 
, A 7 7 7 7 7 " " “ 0 - 0 . 0 0 7 5 7 ~ 0 . 0 0 0 3 5 
^ J 1 0 ' + A ” 1 0 ， + A 〜 ， 0.00757 0 -0.00531 
+ 13 -0.00035 0.00531 0 _ 
~ T T 7 ~ o — 0.01039 - o . o i 4 i 6 
一 + A 〜 ， 0 . 01039 0 0 . 01307 
13 0.01416 -0.01307 0 _ 
H-Awio, +Av i 0 , +AI/2O, +AI;20, 0 0.00141 0.00193 
+A/911，+Al912,+厶(913,+A(921, —0.00141 0 -0.00341 
+A(922，+A(923 1 -0.00193 0.00341 0 _ 
+A灼o , -Aw2o,-At;2o, 0 -0.01654 -0.00123 
+ A ( 9 n , + A < 9 1 2 , - A ( 9 2 i , 0.01654 0 -0.00721 
-A6>22, 一厶没23 0.00123 0.00721 0 _ 
+Aw10, +Aw2O, +At;20, 0 -0.01354 0.00759 
+A(9n, +A(9i2, H-A6>13, -A(92i, 0.01354 0 0.00163 
_A<922,-A<923 -0.00759 -0.00163 0 _ 
+厶w10，+ 厶灼o，+ 厶以20，一厶妁0， 0 -0.02444 -0.04598 
+A(9ii, - A 9 2 U 0.02444 0 -0.03599 
+AI922,-A023 0.04598 0.03599 0 
Table 5.1: AR versus Ainput. 58 
Ainput 
+AM10, + 厶灼o 0.00000 -0.00525 -0.01562 
一 A t / i o , +At;io 0.00000 -0.00578 -0.01266" 
-f At/2o, +At;2o 0.00000 0.00509 0.00818 
+Az/10, +Ai;iq, ~ Ai/20,-AV20 ~ 0.00000 -0,01559 -0.03943 
+ A 6 l i i “ 0.00000 -0.01396 -0.03372 
+A<9U，+Z\6>12,+A(913 ~ 0.00000 -0.01513 -0.01761 
+A(9u,+A(912, — A(913 “ 0.00000 0.00580 -0.03856 
4-Awio, +Afio, -f A^io, ~ 




' 0 . 0 0000 - 0 . 0 2 0 3 8 - 0 . 0 3 3 2 3 
4-Awio, —Avio, I — iu’ 10，t i i ’ t ^ 7 1 2 ’ o.OOOOO 0.01158 -0.02590 
+Awio, + 厶 W20, + 厶巧o, —“~~—“— 
+A<9n, +Ai9i2, +A/913, 0.00000 -0.00583 0.00641 
+A6>22, +A<923 
+Awio, + 厶巧 o,-Aw2o, -Av2o, 
+A<9i2, +A6>i3, -A(92I, 0.00000 -0.03492 -0.07288 
— A汐22，一A汐23 
+Awio, H-A^io, +Aw20, +Ai;20, 
+A(9i2, + A(9i3, -A02U 0.00000 -0.01423 -0.02527 
— A汐22, -A汐23 
+Awio, 4-Avio, +AW20，一 
-j-A^ii, -A(9i2, +A<9I3,-A92U 0.00000 -0.12025 -0.12684 
+ A 汐22，一么汐23 
Table 5.2: At versus Ainput, 
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5.2 Rotation + translation in x,y,z 
In this configuration, rotation is taken about an axis (0.9, 1，-0.8) with rotation 
angle 5°; translation is (-0.5, 0.5，3). Figure 5.3 shows the projected OTV in 
two views. The OTV used is same as in section 5.1. 
First projection Second projection 
i o o [ ~ | 100(~~' ' ' ~ I 
I 50 I 50 
i- k 14 < 
• 1 0 0 L _ ^ _ J • 丨 � I 
-100 0 100 -100 0 100 
X-axis of image X-axis of image 
Figure 5.3: Projected images; with rotation, translation in x,y,z . 
5.2.1 Jacobian Matrix on Rotation 
The Jacobian matrix is evaluated as: 
“ - 0 . 0 2 1 8 3 9 6 0 . 0 1 4 4 8 0 6 一0 . 1 332920 0 . 0 4 8 8 2 9 0 0 . 0 4 8 4 9 1 6 
0 . 0 4 2 2 1 7 9 0 . 1 3 0 2 1 0 0 - 0 . 9 5 9 5 1 4 0 - 0 . 0 9 2 5 7 4 9 0 . 0 6 3 1 9 2 2 
- 0 . 4 1 5 5 9 0 0 0 . 1 5 5 3 7 8 0 - 1 . 6 1 1 8 3 0 0 0 . 9 2 7 7 9 8 0 0 . 8 0 3 5 4 7 0 
- 0 . 0 1 8 5 9 6 0 一0 . 1920180 1 . 0 3 9 6 8 0 0 0 . 0 6 8 9 5 7 8 - 0 . 1 3 9 0 3 1 0 
一 0 . 0 0 1 1 3 5 2 0 . 0 5 6 9 7 0 7 一 0 . 0 4 5 0 5 5 9 - 0 . 0 2 4 7 9 5 6 0 . 0 3 7 2 1 7 5 
0 . 0 4 0 6 5 8 9 一0 . 9825950 - 0 . 0 5 7 5 4 0 2 0 . 4 4 1 3 9 9 0 - 0 . 6 2 9 1 2 9 0 
0 . 4 1 4 8 9 9 0 - 0 . 1 0 3 0 3 2 0 1 . 5 6 1 2 3 0 0 - 0 . 9 5 0 6 8 7 0 一0 . 7693890 
一 0 . 0 5 7 5 2 5 4 0 . 9 9 7 4 2 9 0 - 0 . 0 6 9 1 9 9 1 - 0 . 4 0 3 9 5 1 0 0 . 6 6 9 9 7 1 0 
-0.0256647 0.0570061 -0.0889901 0.0312151 0.0766030 
60 
0 . 0 2 4 7 7 0 9 一0 . 0324873 0 . 1176500 - 0 . 0 3 4 9 4 9 4 - 0 . 0 5 9 1 1 0 1 ‘ 
一0 . 0015645 - 0 . 2 4 3 2 9 8 0 0 . 9401910 0 . 1 2 8 8 5 7 0 - 0 . 1 6 0 0 7 4 0 
0 . 4 3 6 1 8 5 0 一0 . 3856830 1 . 3518200 - 0 . 7 1 1 6 2 4 0 - 0 . 9 1 6 4 2 0 0 
一0 . 0231158 0 . 3 1 9 1 1 6 0 - 1 . 0 1 1 4 0 0 0 —0.1131420 0 . 2506480 
0 . 0 0 3 0 4 3 0 - 0 . 0 6 4 7 1 4 6 0 . 0 4 7 7 2 8 3 0 . 0239250 - 0 . 0 5 0 3 1 6 8 
一0 . 0 403937 1 . 0212100 一0 . 0236081 - 0 . 3 8 2 0 8 7 0 0 . 7916320 
- 0 . 4 3 3 3 6 3 0 0 . 3 2 5 1 8 6 0 - 1 . 2 9 9 0 9 0 0 0 . 7341640 0 . 8695180 
0 . 0 6 0 4 3 3 0 一 1 . 0528700 0 . 1 3 7 3 5 3 0 0 . 3565540 - 0 . 8 4 3 0 6 7 0 
0 . 0 2 6 8 2 4 8 一0 . 0720169 0 . 0 7 8 1 5 6 7 一0 . 0218086 - 0 . 0 9 0 9 9 6 4 
Table 5.3 shows the AR corresponding to variations in the input parame-
ters. 
5.2.2 Jacobian Matrix on Translation 
The Jacobian matrix is evaluated as: 
“ - 0 . 8 2 0 4 4 6 —0.390806 1 . 43337 0 . 9 4 9 5 5 3 0 . 668321 
- 0 . 6 4 7 4 3 1 - 0 . 4 4 1 3 1 2 - 0 . 4 7 3 1 7 6 1 .49988 1 .2232 
_ - 0 . 0 5 5 6 8 8 6 0 . 0 0 1 6 3 1 1 8 0 . 437143 - 0 . 0 9 4 5 4 8 一0 .102039 
0 . 9 4 8 3 0 7 - 0 . 3 9 3 9 9 4 一0 .233434 0 . 136016 - 0 . 7 2 7 7 4 7 
3 . 5 2 0 1 8 - 0 . 4 6 9 9 0 8 一0 .362851 - 0 . 8 5 6 9 3 3 - 1 . 5 1 3 2 3 
一0 . 522822 0 . 00693982 0 . 0219994 0 . 213503 0 . 149512 
2.36823 0.509376 一 1.89233 3.03793 -1.36195 
4 . 9 2 4 3 6 1 . 05917 一3.9348 1 .07188 - 0 . 4 8 0 5 3 9 
一0 .48654 - 0 . 1 0 4 6 4 9 0 . 388769 0 . 486978 一0 .21832 
一 1 . 99009 1 .01499 “ 
- 0 . 7 0 2 1 6 6 0 . 35812 
一 0 . 3 1 9 0 1 0 . 162702 
Table 5.4 shows the At corresponding to variations in the input parameters. 
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^input AR 
~ - 0 . 0 0 0 0 3 0 . 00067 一0 .00102 
+Awio,+Ai;io 一 0 . 0 0 0 8 2 0.00022 -0.00368 
0.00122 0.00367 0.00012 
0.00014 0 . 0 0 0 3 4 0 . 0 0 2 2 3 
~Awio,+A?;io 一0 .00068 0 . 00023 - 0 . 0 0 4 0 0 
-0.00202 0.00412 0.00032 
-0 .00006 -0 .00028 -0 .00082 
+Awio, +Avio, +Aw2o, +Av2O 0.00033 -0.00002 0.00015 
0 . 0 0 0 8 0 - 0 . 0 0 0 2 1 一 0 . 0 0 0 0 5 
0 0.00163 -0.00121 
+Ami0, +AVI0, -AW20, -AV2 0 一 0 . 0 0 1 9 8 0.00046 一 0 . 0 0 7 5 1 
0.00164 0.00755 0.00030 
一 0 . 0 0 1 1 1 - 0 . 0 0 8 0 0 - 0 . 0 1 3 4 3 
+厶仏 1 0 .00866 一0 .00038 - 0 . 0 0 0 4 8 
0 .01301 一0 .00058 - 0 . 0 0 0 7 4 
__0 0 0 0 3 0 -0 .00824~0.00100 
4-A(9n,+A(912,-fA(9i3 0.00808 —0.00027 -0.00204 
一0 .00132 0 .00164 0 .00016 
— -0.00111 -0.00929 -0.01240 
+A<911,+A i^2,-A I^3 0.01040 一0.00089 0.00844 
0 .01150 一0 .00953 - 0 . 0 0 1 1 2 
~ ~ T "T ~ ~ ~ 一0 .00033 - 0 . 0 0 7 5 7 - 0 . 0 0 0 0 2 
^ ！ 1 0 ' + 厶 _ ’ 0 .00726 一0 .00005 - 0 . 0 0 5 7 2 
+
 1 3 一0 .00011 0 .00531 0 .00028 
~ ~ 7 一、 ~ ~ ~ - 0 . 0 0 1 2 5 - 0 . 0 0 9 6 4 一0 .01463 
二二 1 0 , - 厶 _ ’ 4-A^n, + 缺 2 ， 0.01107 一0.00112 0.01244 
13 0.01352 -0.01365 -0.00144 
+Awio, +A?;io, +AW2O, +AV20, -0.00016 一 0 . 0 0 0 9 5 -0.00213 
+A(9n, +A(912, +A(9I3,-fA(92i, 0.00113 -0.00012 0.00132 
+A^ 22,+A(923 0.00201 -0.00147 -0.00019 
+ A巧o,-Aw20,-AV20, 一0.00049 -0.014190.00208 
4-A^i , +A(913, - A ^ i , 0.01338 0.00001 一 0 . 0 1 2 7 7 
-A(922,-A 2^3 -0.00222 0.01210 0.00074 
+厶w10, + 厶灼o, +AW20, +AZ;20, -0.00056 - 0 . 0 1 6 1 0 0 . 0 0 2 4 8 
+Al912, +A6>i3,-A(92I, 0.01570 -0.00047 -0.00511 
-A6>22, —0.00307 0.00434 0.00039 
+Awio, +At;io, +AW20, 一 A ^ o , 一 0 . 0 0 1 7 0 -0.01051 -0.02183 
+Al9ii, -A<9i2, -A<92I, 0.01017 0.00085 -0.02681 
H-A^ 22,-A<923 0.02247 0.02524 0.00007 
Table 5.3: AR versus Ainput. 叨 
Ainput At 
+Am0，+厶外0 -0,00073 -0.00240 0.00034 
- A u 1 0 , +At;10 — 0.00495 -0.00360 0.00193 
•f At/io, +Ai;10, -f A^2o, -t-A^o • 0.00016 0.00340 -0.00068 
H-A^iq, 4 - A ^ q , - A U 2 0 , - A V 2 0 ~ -0.00163 -0.00820 0.00135 
+A(9u “ -0.01279 0.01618 -0.00643 
+A(9n，+厶<912,+厶(913 • 0.01061 0.00784 0.00083 
+A<911,+A<912,-A<9i3 “ 0,00159 0.05391 -0.01105 
==,+A_，+/^ ,+^2 , 0 0()987 000544 0 0 0 n 7 
-0.00904 0.04570 -0.01181 
+Aw10, +Aw20, -hAv2o, — ^ 
+A<9n, +A(9i2, +A(9i3, +Ai92I, 0.00024 0.00959 -0.00197 
+A6>22, +A(923 
+Aw10, +Ai;i0, 一厶 w20, — At;20, 
+厶 <9n,+厶 i912，+A(913, — A(921, 0.01950 0.00130 0.00431 
一 •汐22，——•汐23 
+Awio, 4-A^io, + 厶 W20，+At;2o, 
+Al912, +A/9I3, -A02I, 0.02130 0.01289 0.00227 
—~A^23 
+Aiiio, +Aw20, -Ai;2o, 
-fAi9ii, -A(9i2, -A(92i, -0.03995 -0.04898 0.00099 
Table 5.4: At versus Ainput. 
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5.3 Rotation + translation in x,y 
In this configuration, rotation is taken about an axis (1’ -0.2, -0.2) with rota-
tion angle 8°; translation is (1，3, 0). Figure 5.4 shows the projected OTV in 
two views. The OTV is randomly generated: 
L u = (0.4415171, 0.8513583, 0.2832872) 
= ( 一 0 . 3 3 9 3 3 4 5 , -0.1338397, 0.9310956) 
h i = (0.8306111, -0.5072238, 0.2298027) 
with vertex at (-2.8104081, -4.5295538, -12.7886472) according to the left 
camera coordinates. 
First projection Second projection 
100 I iool � / ~ I 
r � / 1 : 7 
I -50 X I -50 \ 
•1°°1 \ I -10°1 I 
- 1 0 0 0 100 -100 o t o o 
X-axis of image X-axis of image 
Figure 5.4: Projected images; with rotation, translation in x,y . 
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5.3.1 Jacobian Matrix on Rotation 
The Jacobian matrix is evaluated as: 
0 . 0 1 0 2 7 1 6 0 . 0 1 0 3 9 7 7 0 . 0211280 0 . 0 0 3 9 8 1 8 - 0 . 0 5 1 4 4 4 5 
- 0 . 0 3 0 3 8 4 1 0 . 1 1 8 9 4 6 0 - 0 . 4 3 4 1 9 5 0 一0 . 0377185 - 0 . 4 8 1 8 1 4 0 
一0 . 4456360 - 0 . 2 7 9 8 0 5 0 - 1 . 3 4 1 9 7 0 0 - 0 . 2 0 2 4 3 3 0 1 .5064700 
0 . 0 7 5 0 8 1 7 - 0 . 0 4 2 1 7 8 1 0 . 6346800 0 . 0 9 8 2 5 4 7 0 . 2304830 
- 0 . 0 7 0 4 8 0 3 0 . 1811670 0 . 1008780 0 . 1563240 一0 .2210120 
0 . 5 0 5 9 8 9 0 一 1 . 3286800 - 0 . 8 6 2 2 8 8 0 - 1 . 1 7 1 5 4 0 0 1 .5876100 
0 . 4 2 4 6 7 7 0 0 . 3266110 1 . 2932200 0 . 2250550 - 1 . 5 9 6 9 2 0 0 
- 0 . 5 1 6 2 6 1 0 1 . 3182800 0 . 8411600 1 . 1675600 一 1 . 5361600 
一0 . 0573488 0 . 1871590 0 . 1507250 0 . 1639070 一0 .2531900 
一0 . 0209112 0 . 0 0 1 5 2 1 7 - 0 . 0 3 1 9 8 2 8 0 . 0024966 0 . 0577777 “ 
0 . 0 0 6 8 7 0 0 - 0 . 0 7 4 0 1 4 0 0 . 2896100 0 . 0547212 0 . 6464750 
0 . 8 4 4 3 2 1 0 - 0 . 1 4 5 5 6 0 0 1 .6107200 一0 . 0372476 - 1 . 5 7 1 3 9 0 0 
一0 . 1173190 0 . 0 6 5 6 4 9 5 - 0 . 5 1 9 2 9 8 0 一0 . 0661276 - 0 . 4 0 0 1 9 8 0 
0 . 0 1 3 9 4 9 4 - 0 . 1 2 9 3 2 4 0 一0 . 0663544 - 0 . 0 7 7 5 2 2 9 0 . 1540980 
一0 . 0810837 0 . 9418540 0 . 5861300 0 . 5842160 一 1 . 0623800 
一0 . 8335170 0 . 1105640 一 1 . 5718400 0 . 0 2 9 4 8 2 7 1 .6699900 
0 . 1 0 1 9 9 5 0 - 0 . 9 4 3 3 7 6 0 - 0 . 5 5 4 1 4 8 0 - 0 . 5 8 6 7 1 2 0 1 . 0046000 
一0 . 0103012 - 0 . 1 2 3 9 9 8 0 一0 .1200690 - 0 . 0 7 8 2 5 1 2 0 . 1836330 
Table 5.5 shows the AR corresponding to variations in the input parame-
ters. 
5.3.2 Jacobian Matrix on Translation 
The Jacobian matrix is evaluated as: 
“ 0 . 3 0 8 7 9 8 0 . 745479 4 . 15312 - 0 . 0 8 0 4 1 4 2 - 0 . 2 9 1 9 2 2 
一 0 . 2 3 8 1 8 7 0.632216 -0.948388 0.0896427 -0.241159 
一 1 . 00573 6 . 00024 2 . 21722 0 . 454703 —2.30488 
- 1 . 2 6 4 1 9 0 . 0957508 - 0 . 4 5 1 5 7 0 . 0 1 2 4 7 7 4 . 98855 
0 . 3 5 0 9 1 3 0 . 118945 - 0 . 3 3 8 2 0 2 0 . 431594 - 0 . 1 7 4 1 4 4 
- 0 . 2 4 0 4 6 9 1 .03417 一3.32213 3 . 03969 9 . 40045 
一 1 . 59666 - 5 . 1 7 6 9 1 .72563 - 1 . 1 0 7 1 6 0 . 42277 
0 . 0 5 5 7 3 7 3 0 . 180719 一0 . 0602395 - 0 . 8 0 5 8 2 3 0 . 307704 
一3 .00875 - 9 . 7 5 5 3 6 3 . 25179 - 7 . 9 8 1 9 6 3 .04791 
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Ainput Ai? 
0.00008 0.00035 -0.00283 
+Aw1 0 ,+Ai;i0 0.00013 0.00043 —0.00321 
0.00293 0.00313 0.00051 
0 0 . 0 0 0 5 8 0 . 0 0 0 6 5 
- A w 1 g , + A ? ; i o 一 0 . 0 0 0 4 6 0.00098 -0.00717 
-0.00038 0.00717 0.00096 
0 0 . 0 0 0 0 8 一 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 
+Aw10 , +A?;i0, +Aw20, +AV20 一 0 . 0 0 0 0 7 —0.00002 0.00015 
0.00011 -0.00015 -0.00002 
0 . 0 0 0 1 6 0 . 0 0 0 6 1 一 0 . 0 0 5 5 6 
+Awi0 , H-A?;^, -Aw 2 0 , -At;2o 0.00033 0.00088 一 0 . 0 0 6 5 8 
0.00576 0.00642 0.00103 
0 0 0 0 1 8 _0 .00362 -0.01118 
+A<9n 0.00529 0.00084 -0.00719 
0.01078 0.00701 0.00126 
一 ^ ^ 一 0 . 0 0 0 2 2 - 0 . 0 0 7 9 5 一0 .00032 
+A(9u, + A(912, +A(913 0.00803 0.00030 -0.00372 
一0 .00066 0 .00394 0 .00051 
0.00064 0.00008 -0.02542 
+Al9ii ,4-A^i2,-A^i3 0.00419 0.00399 —0.03018 
0 .02596 0 .02954 0 .00473 
r i r r r r ^ ~ ~ 一 0 . 0 0 0 1 4 - o . o o 7 6 o - 0 . 0 0 3 1 5 
+A〜， 0 0 0 8 1 6 0.00073 一 0 . 0 0 6 9 3 
+ 13 0.00228 0.00707 0.00102 
“ “ " 7 1 ~ ~ 0.00064 —0.00050 —0.02607 
^ ； ^ 1 0 ' 一 A v i 0 ， + A ^ 2 ， 0 . 00465 0 .00300 —0.02301 
13 0.02634 0.02237 0.00378 
+Au10, + 厶外o, +Aw20, + 厶灼o， 0.00002 0.00039 -0.00040 
+Al9 n , +A(9i3, +A(92I, 一 0 . 0 0 0 2 6 0.00037 -0.00267 
+A6>22,+A^23 0.00052 0.00265 0.00037 
+Awio, -AU20,-AV20, -0.00030 一 0 . 0 1 5 6 0 -0.00590 
+M9n, +A(912, +AI9i3? -A(92I, 0.01657 0.00110 -0.01119 
- A ( 9 2 2 , 一厶权23 0 .00404 0 .01149 0 .00167 
+Awi0 , + A灼o，+AW2O, +AI;20, -0 .00045 -0 .01612 —0.00044 
+A(9n,H-A(912, +A/9I3, -A6>2i, 0.01617 0.00020 一 0 . 0 0 4 4 7 
一厶 <922,-Al923 -0.00161 0.00492 0.00062 
H-Awio' +Ai;io, +AW2O, -AV2O,""""-0.00049 - 0 . 0 1 4 0 0 0 . 0 0 3 4 5 
+M9n, -A<9i2, +A(9i3,-A02U 0.01292 一 0 . 0 0 2 6 9 0.01743 
+厶6>22:-A<923 -0.00573 -0.01695 -0.00245 
Table 5.3: AR versus Ainput. 叨 
1.05871 -0.352902 “ 
0.770557 一0 . 256852 
7.63264 -2.54421 
Table 5.6 shows the At corresponding to variations in the input parameters. 
Ainput At 
+ - \ - A v i q 0.00456 0.00071 0.01468 
-Au 1 0 ,+A灼o 一 0,02192 -0.00556 0.00785 
4-A^Q, +A^2q “ -0.00070 0.00027 0.00037 
+Au10,4-A^iq, -A^20, - A I ; 2 0 ~ 0.00982 0.00116 0.02899 
+A<9n -0.04279 0.00548 -Q.0528r 
- f A ^ i ^ + A ^ . - f A ^ i a -0.00517 -0.00652 -0.05652" 
+A(9u,4-A(9i2,-A(913 -0.07947 Q.QQ798 -0.11345" 
S ; 3 0 , + ^ 1 0 ' + A 6 / l l ' + A " 1 2 ' -0-00061 -0.00581 -0.04184 
_ 0 0 6 2 4 2 0 0 1 2 1 7 _ 0 0 4 7 8 6 
一 ^ 1 3 
+Awio, +At;io, +Am2o, +AV20, ~ 
+Al9n , +A(9I2, +A(9i3, 0.00054，0.00109 -0.00645 
+厶(922，+A^ 23 
+Awi0, + 厶 wo,-AW2O,-Av2O, 
+Al9ii, +A(9i2, +A(9i3, -A(92i, -0.00176 -0.01052 -0.07723 
—•汐22, ~A^23 
+Awio, +Aw20, +Av2O, 
+A<9n, +A(9i2, +A(9i3 ,-A02u -0.01228 -0.01142 -0.10584 
一 A汐22, ~A 2^3 
+Awio, + 厶Uio, +Aw20, -At;2o, 
-\-A9IU +A6>i3, -A(92i, -0.02518 0.00038 -0.05091 
Table 5.6: At versus Ainput. 
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Chapter 6 
Conc lus ion and Future work 
Stereo calibration is a fundamental problem that has to be solved for any 
stereo vision system to be useful However, the problem is non-trivial. The 
proposed method is particularly attractive as it does not require a rigid stereo 
camera setup to be established before pictures are taken. Stereo pictures can 
be taken at arbitrary viewpoints first, and calibration can be done later, as 
long as there are OTVs, some common features inside and outside man-made 
structures, visible in the scene. Aerial image understanding [12] via stereo vi-
sion is an immediate application of the work. The proposed method can also 
be applied to solve the absolute orientation problem of a rigid stereo camera 
setup, with aid of a reference object having rectangular structure components. 
The calibration solution can be estimated merely from the orthogonal prop-
erties of the corners, even if the exact dimensions of the reference object are 
unknown. 
We have described how the orthogonality constraints, the vector projection 
constraint, the A-junction opacity constraint, and the orientation consistency 
constraint can be used together to compute R, and how epipolar constraints 
can be used to determine t between the stereo cameras. As opposed to most 
other methods that estimate the essential matrix E first (E = txR where 
“h 1 f 0 -t3 t2 
^2 = 尤3 0 
h x -t2 h 0 I— J fc- -J 
) a n d then i? and t iteratively, the proposed method is a closed-form solution 
that estimates R and i directly. It also requires only 2 OTV correspondences 
to recover uniquely all the parameters that are recoverable in the problem. 
Experiments show that the calibration solution acquired from OTV cor-
respondences is more stable than those acquired from point correspondences, 
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even with a few number of OTV correspondences. Experiments also show 
that unlike other methods, the accuracy in estimating R and t using the pro-
posed method is generally insensitive to the direction and the magnitude of 
the translation and of the rotation. 
We have used eye-picked coordinates in all the experiments. In fact, output 
from edge detection and line extraction algorithms can be employed to further 
increase the accuracy，while n-point approach cannot benefit from these image 
processing tools. 
Future work can be an extension of the idea to use projections of OTVs with 
only two branches visible. The idea is also not restricted to be using orthogonal 
vertices only, and can be further generalized to use generic trihedral vertices, 
provided that their angular relationships are known a priori , 
The angle constraint is not exclusive, in the sense that it can be used with 
the position constraint to compute an accurate R and i. The simplest way is 
to compute R using OTV correspondences and t using all the available point 
correspondences. 
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A p p e n d i x A 
Least-squares Approx imat ion of a set of 
R o t a t i o n Matr ices 
Here we give a brief description of how we find the rotation matrix closest 
to a given set of rotation matrices {Si}. What is difficult is to make sure 
whatever solution we have, it has to satisfy the orthonormal property of a 
rotation matrix. 
We first transform each rotation matrix Si to an equivalent unit quater-
nion representation q{ (please refer to [13，5] for the definition and operations 
of quaternions, and their relationships with rotations). We work in the quater-
nion space instead of in the 3 x 3 matrix space, as it is easier to enforce the 
unity magnitude property of a quaternion than to enforce the orthonormal 
property of a 3 x 3 matrix, so that a true rotation representation in the final 
solution is assured. We use the following relation between rotation matrix R 
and unit quaternion q = [如 q\ qi 仍 ] t o transform one to the other: 
qo2 + Qi2 一 Q22 一 仍 2 2 ( ^1^2 一 輪) 2(q!q3 + q0q2) 
R - 2(^2^1 + _3) qo2 一 q\2 + q22 一 奶2 2(g2g3 一 m i ) 
_ 2 ( ^ 3 ^ 1 一 (M2) 2(q3q2 + 她) q02 — qi2 一 q22 + 仍2 _ 
We use a least-squares method to locate the resultant rotation: find q of 
unity magnitude such that the sum 
• Q)2 
i 
is maximum. Notice that q and —q represent the same rotation. However, 
using the above formulation the signs of 么，s would not matter. 
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The problem can in fact be converted into a standard form: find q of unity 
magnitude that maximizes where 
r a t n 
Qi 1 
A= ^ 
L qn . 
The optimal solution for q is the unit eigenvector of the matrix ATA associated 
with its largest eigenvalue. The rotation matrix transformed from the optimal 
Q 1S the least-squares approximation we need, and the largest eigenvalue of 
is a measure of how close the given 5 t 's are to one another. 
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A p p e n d i x B 
Epipolar Lines independent of the 
Translat ion Magni tude 
Here we show how we compute epipolar lines over a stereo pair of images. 
The method also proves that epipolar lines are independent of the translation 
magnitude. 
Let FI and F2 be the focal points of the camera coordinate frames, and 
and / 2 be the respective focal lengths. Also let l R 2 and kt be the rotational 
and translational relationship between the camera coordinate frames, where k 
is the absolute magnitude of the translation. 
Any point in space, say an image point in view 1，together with and F2 
define a plane called an epipolar plane in space. The epipolar plane cuts the 
two images along two lines called a pair of corresponding epipolar lines. 
If w\ is the line of sight of the image point mentioned above, the normal 
h of the epipolar plane can be expressed with respect to camera coordinate 
system 1 as 
. T X WX 
n = 77T 
羾X而II 
which is independent of k. 
Since epipolar line l\ in view 1 is at the intersection between image plane 
1 [z = —/1) and the epipolar plane, it is given by 
- —• -
which is independent of k. 
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Similarly, epipolar line l2 in view 2 can be expressed with respect to its 
own camera coordinate system as 
一 八 • ( R2 n) = 0 
which is also independent of k. 
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